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Gregg L. Cunningham, Executive Director      April 2013  

 

 

 

Dear Pro-Life Supporter, 

 

As a result of a recent CBR Genocide Awareness Project (GAP) visit to the University of Tennessee, a 

pregnant student and her child’s father saw our abortion photos and decided not to abort their baby.  You, 

our donor partner, make it possible for CBR (with our team of tough lawyers) to shove our way past angry 

university administrators and bring the truth to students who are being misled by professors.  And professors 

aren’t the only cultural elites who are suppressing evidence that abortion is a horrifying act of violence. 

 

Mail.co.uk reported an unusually candid abortion story April 6, 2013 headlined “‘Fetuses and blood all over 

the place’:  Medic’s graphic account of ‘be-heading live babies’ at abortion ‘House of Horrors’ in 

Philadelphia.”  The article details the sickening testimony of a worker at the Kermit Gosnell Philadelphia 

extermination clinic.  He says he “… routinely saw babies born alive and killed with scissors.”  Only a few 

other media outlets covered the trial and those which did described the executions of “hundreds” of 

newborns, some “breathing,” and “moving,” and “screeching” and “jumping,” as their spinal cords were 

severed by stabbing them to death at the bases of their necks.  The April 6 article appeared in a British 

newspaper because the American press was largely ignoring the story until a few honest journalists shamed 

mainstream news organizations into grudging coverage.  Wags have speculated that U.S. reporters would 

have become obsessed with the story had the victims been puppies instead of babies, and/or, had the killers 

been right-wing extremists firing assault rifles instead of abortionists slashing with surgical instruments.   

 

Please search “Gregg Cunningham” on YouTube and watch CBR’s presentation of abortion video in a large 

church service.  Send the link to your pastor and urge him to watch and invite Gregg Cunningham to speak. 

 

The pro-aborts’ propaganda line is that Gosnell is an aberration.  But, of course, he’s not.  Lila Rose has just 

released a related Live Action undercover video, and this one features a late-term abortionist assuring a 

potential customer that if her viable “fetus” survives his attempt to kill it inside the womb, he would make 

certain that it won’t survive for very long outside the womb.  Public health authorities have almost always 

turned a blind eye toward even the worst abortion clinic abuses.  An occasional butchered mother has 

traditionally been viewed as a small price to pay to ensure that no clinic is ever forced to close its doors.  

Better bad abortions than no abortions, right?  Our Infanticide President is willing to kill as many newborns 

as necessary to block any limits on abortion rights, and state health regulators are willing to kill as many 

mothers as necessary to keep even the worst clinics open.  But Gosnell’s sadistic atrocities have made the 

horror of abortion much more difficult for society to ignore.  The Wall Street Journal’s James Taranto, for 

instance, wrote an opinion piece on April 15, 2013 headlined “From Roe to Gosnell.”  Mr. Taranto refers to 

PJMedia.com’s Roger L. Simon and asserts that “The trial of Dr. Gosnell is a potential time bomb exploding 

in the conventional liberal narrative on abortion itself.  He [Simon] demonstrates via self-reflection:”   

 

I can give you two guinea pigs to prove this point--my wife Sheryl and me.  We were in the 

kitchen last night, preparing dinner, when we saw a short report of this story on the 

countertop TV.  Both lifelong ‘pro-choice’ people, after watching only seconds, we 

embarked in an immediate discussion of whether it was time to reconsider that view.  (Didn’t 
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human life really begin at the moment of conception?  What other time?)  Neither of us was 

comfortable as a ‘pro-choice’ advocate in the face of these horrifying revelations.  How 

could we be? 

 

Mr. Simon ends by concluding that “… I don’t think I’m ‘pro-choice’ anymore, but I’m not really ‘pro-life’ 

either.”  Turning 90 degrees isn’t 180 but it’s a clear pivot away from the darkness and toward the light.  

Horrifying word pictures were the catalyst which changed his moral course.  Now we will use our horrifying 

abortion pictures to turn him -- and others similarly influenced by the Gosnell trial -- the rest of the way.  

Thankfully, he and his wife are not alone in being forced to think about this atrocity.  Pathos.com, April 12, 

2013, also featured a post which said “WPost reporter explains her personal Gosnell blackout.”  This story 

again notes the transformational nature of the Gosnell prosecution:  “J.D. Mullane, a news writer and 

columnist for the Bucks County Courier Times, The Intel and the Burlington County (NJ) Times … says [on 

Twitter]:  ‘Sat through a full day of testimony at the Kermit Gosnell trial today.  It is beyond the most 

morbid Hollywood horror.  It will change you.’”  Correct.  We use abortion horror to change people every 

day.  Because actually, all abortions are beyond the most morbid Hollywood horror.  If Mr. Mullane thinks 

minds can be changed by listening to mere words, he should experience the truly mind-changing power of 

our pictures.  Those pictures reveal the terrible truth that Gosnell is no more monstrous than the thousands 

of other abortionists who daily torture babies to death. 

 

Visit the sidebar on the homepage at abortionNO.org and click on “Archives” to forward a digital copy of 

this letter to friends and family.  We can now double donations through a major donor’s matching pledge! 

 

LifeSiteNews.com made that point on April 10, 2013, by posting a story headlined “‘Meat-market’: Planned 

Parenthood nurses allege filthy, dangerous conditions.”  The article said: “The same Planned Parenthood 

abortion clinic where a grandmother was attacked earlier this year (to take her camera away from her) while 

documenting a botched abortion, operated under dangerous conditions similar to those that existed at Kermit 

Gosnell’s Philadelphia ‘House of Horrors,’ according to two former nurses who have now come forward to 

tell what they saw.”  And there’s more.  LifeNews.com, May 8, 2013, posted a story headlined “Late-Term 

Abortion Doc Caught Comparing Unborn Baby to ‘Meat in a Crock Pot’” which described an even newer 

Live Action undercover video detailing an interview with late-term abortionist LeRoy Carhart:  “He 

casually described the abortion as a ‘shot into the fetus’ [injecting a drug used to execute death row inmates] 

to ensure that ‘[i]t’ll be dead for two days before you deliver it.’  He told her the injection also causes the 

baby to ‘[get] soft, like mushy [makes squishing sound], so you push it through … so it’s like putting meat 

in a crock pot.’  If this method is unsuccessful, he would have to remove the baby ‘in pieces’….” 

 

Anti-abortion activists often equate abortion clinics with slaughterhouses and in that connection, Harper’s 

Magazine, May 2013, published a cover story which the faint of heart would do well to avoid, headlined 

“The way of all flesh,” with a sub-headline which read “Undercover in an industrial slaughterhouse.”  The 

article described the lengths to which workers who slaughter and butcher cattle will go to conceal from their 

bovine victims the fate which awaits them.  “First the cattle are weighed.  Then they are guided into narrow 

outdoor pens, angled diagonally toward the entrance to the kill floor.”  At this point, the real deception 

begins.  “When their time comes, the cattle will be urged by workers toward the curving ramp which leads 

up to the building.  The ramp has a roof and no sharp turns.  It is designed by the livestock expert Temple 

Grandin, and the curves and penumbral [subdued] light … sooth the animals in their final moments.” 

 

Abortionists use similar tactics to sooth expectant mothers as they herd them toward the entrance of the 

clinic “kill floor.”  As I have noted elsewhere, The New York Times, nyt.com, December 30, 2000, published 

a feature article concerning abortionist Renee Chelian, the owner of a chain of Michigan abortion clinics 

which slaughters and butchers babies (who sued us -- quite unsuccessfully -- for producing a parody video 

which mocked her abortion sales video).  The story was headlined “As Abortion Rate Decreases, Clinics 

Compete for Patients.”  The lead sentence explains the desperate greed which drives Ms. Chelian’s 
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obsession with camouflaging the horror which awaits her human victims.  “Renee Chelian was worried 

about her business.  With competitors charging lower prices, she needed something special to draw 

customers.  So she created an almost spa-like atmosphere at her offices, with low light in the rooms, 

aromatherapy, candles and relaxing music.”  I often remark that this sort of cynical manipulation is 

reminiscent of the gas chambers camouflaged as “showers” in Himmler’s death camps -- but with far more 

cooperative victims, many of whom are willfully self-delusional.  Abortion clinic operators would be 

convicted of consumer fraud in a sane world.  Kermit Gosnell, however, didn’t need to defraud his 

“abortion” customers to be competitive.  His hook was his gleeful willingness to kill newborn babies and 

call it “reproductive choice.”  On May 13, Gosnell was convicted on 3 counts of first-degree murder of 3 

babies born alive. I would not be surprised to learn that on some secluded golf course at some luxurious 

destination resort, our Infanticide President is already plotting the timing of a Presidential Pardon for this 

poor, persecuted humanitarian.  Isn’t that a reasonable suspicion in light of the LifeSiteNews.com story 

posted April 26, 2013 and headlined “Obama takes swipe at pro-life activists, ignores [baby-butcher] 

Gosnell [trial] during Planned Parenthood speech.”  Our Infanticide President, who claims to be Christian, 

ended his  praise for America’s largest abortion provider by saying, “God bless Planned Parenthood.” 

 

Please designate CBR as a beneficiary of your will or trust.  The abortion industry receives hundreds of 

millions of dollars from the estates of their supporters, but we receive virtually no help from estate planning. 

 

Mr. Obama’s blasphemous abortion prayers may be part of the reason USAToday.com, July 25, 2012, 

reported a story headlined “Gallup Poll:  44% don’t know Obama’s religion.”  Despite his carefully 

contrived references to his supposed Christian faith, just 34% of Americans identify him as a Christian.  It 

isn’t that people haven’t heard his claims.  It’s that his claims aren’t believable -- especially against the 

background of his advocacy of infanticide (made manifest in his repeated opposition to legislation which 

would strengthen protections for late-term babies who are born alive after botched attempts to kill them in 

the womb).  I can’t know his heart but I can see his actions.  Matthew 7:15-16 says: “Beware of false 

prophets, who come disguised as harmless sheep but inwardly are ravenous wolves.  You can identify them 

by their fruit, that is, by the way they act.  Can you pick grapes from thornbushes, or figs from thistles?”   

 

The president’s Planned Parenthood speech consisted of false accusations that pro-lifers are trying to deny 

women access to health care (by which he meant baby-killing services), including contraception (by which 

he meant that we are stingy misers if we aren’t willing to pay for the birth control pills demanded -- for free 

-- by Sandra Fluke, the grasping, unmarried, thirty-something Georgetown law student, who thinks 

taxpayers should be forced to subsidize her libertine lifestyle).  Jeremiah 7:31 pours forth God’s anger over 

child sacrifice:  “[T]hey burn their sons and daughters in the fire.  I have never commanded such a horrible 

deed; it never even crossed my mind to command such a thing!”  Perhaps Mr. Obama should heed Galatians 

6:7, which warns that “God will not be mocked,” and Ecclesiastes 8:11, which warns that “Because the 

sentence against an evil deed is not executed speedily, the heart of the children of man is fully set to do 

evil,” and Proverbs 29:1, which warns that “He who is often reproved, yet stiffens his neck, will suddenly be 

broken beyond healing.”     

 

CNN.com ran a related article September 28, 2010, headlined “Obama questioned on abortion, why he is a 

Christian.” The Infanticide President said he became Christian because he wanted to live a life characterized 

by “being my brothers’ and sisters’ keeper.”  This from a politician who believes doctors should be able to 

kill Mr. Obama’s full-term, newborn “brothers and sisters” outside the womb.   

 

He said “… families -- not the government -- ‘should be the ones making the [abortion] decision.’”  Racists, 

of course, once argued that (white) families -- not the government -- should be the ones making the slavery 

decision.  Mr. Obama failed to mention, however, his approval for government bureaucrats stripping 

families of their right to participate in pregnancy decisions by facilitating taxpayer-funded abortions for 

minor children, performed behind the backs of their parents.  He also said, “Restrictions against late-term 
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abortion are in place now … adding that ‘people still argue and disagree about it.  That’s part of our 

Democratic tradition.’”  People will argue and disagree?  Those who disagree with protections against 

infanticide aren’t “people.”  They are barbarians -- of the most savage sort.  Mr. Obama is intentionally 

misleading voters by pretending that this debate is about “late-term abortion” instead of his support for the 

killing of born children.  That is why he avoids any mention of his opposition to “restrictions against late-

term abortions,” which might grant health care access to babies who survive failed attempts to kill them.    

 

Please let us know if you will host a coffee and dessert for friends and family members who might be 

interested in supporting CBR.  I am eager to personally make a presentation at your home. 

 

One such survivor, named Melissa Ohden, now an adult, appeared in a heartbreaking political ad produced 

by the pro-life Susan B. Anthony’s List in the fall of 2012.  Available on YouTube and titled “How will you 

answer?” the ad features Ms. Ohden describing our Infanticide President’s four votes against legislation 

which would have protected newborns from abortionists’ second attempts to kill them -- now outside the 

womb -- after failed attempts to kill them inside.  Ms. Ohden is a victim of abortion and therefore has the 

moral authority to condemn it as compellingly as a freed slave could condemn slavery.  Planned Parenthood 

isn’t troubled over Mr. Obama’s infanticide fetish because they also support neonatal executions.  

WeeklyStandard.com, March 29, 2013, posted a story headlined “Video: Planned Parenthood Official 

Argues for Right to Post-Birth Abortion.”  “Alisa LaPolt Snow, the lobbyist representing the Florida 

Alliance of Planned Parenthood Affiliates, testified that her organization believes the decision to kill an 

infant who survives a failed abortion should be left up to the woman seeking an abortion and her abortion 

doctor.”  No one at Planned Parenthood’s national headquarters has publicly disavowed her remarks. 
     

The partial-birth abortion debate helped turn public opinion against late-term abortion.  The Gosnell trial 

and similar revelations regarding the atrocities of other late-term baby butchers help reinforce that 

opposition.  But CBR is engaged in persuading the public that tearing apart a seven-week embryo -- with a 

suction machine -- is every bit as horrifying as cutting the spinal cord of a twenty-seven-week newborn.  We 

will never outlaw abortion until the public realizes that no meaningful moral distinction can be drawn 

between late-term abortions (where a relatively small percentage of killing occurs) and first-trimester 

abortions, (where ninety percent of the killing occurs).  Our abortion pictures have the impact of a Gosnell 

trial which never ends!  A WashingtonExaminer.com May 10, 2013 article headlined “Gallup shock:  Just 

7% following Kermit Gosnell abortion trial ‘very closely’” said  “… even among those closely following 

the trial and extended jury deliberations … just 46 percent want more coverage while 47 percent believe the 

media is providing enough or too much coverage.”  People are in willful denial about abortion.  They know 

little and want to keep it that way.  CBR teaches them anyway.  Please help us expand our abortion photo 

displays on campuses and near businesses (which support Planned Parenthood) and churches (which refuse 

to effectively oppose Planned Parenthood)!   Will you host a gathering at which I might ask your friends 

to help us do this vital work?   
 

Lord bless,  

 
Gregg Cunningham 

Executive Director 

   


